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ABSTRACT
Unsolicited traffic sent to advertised network space that does not host active services provides insights about misconfigurations as well as potentially malicious activities, including the spread of Botnets, DDoS campaigns, and exploitation of vulnerabilities. Network telescopes have been used for many years to monitor such unsolicited traffic. Unfortunately, they are limited by the available address space for such tasks and, thus, limited to specific geographic and/or network regions.

In this paper, we introduce a novel concept to broadly capture unsolicited Internet traffic, which we call a “meta-telescope”. A meta-telescope is based on the intuition that, with the availability of appropriate vantage points, one can (i) infer which address blocks on the Internet are unused and (ii) capture traffic towards them—both without having control of such address blocks. From this intuition, we develop and evaluate a methodology for identifying unlikely to be used Internet address space and build a meta-telescope that has very desirable properties, such as broad coverage of dark space both in terms of size and topological placement. Such meta-telescope identifies and captures unsolicited traffic to more than 350k /24 blocks in more than 7k ASes. Through the analysis of background radiation towards these networks, we also highlight that unsolicited traffic differs by destination network/geographic region. Finally, we discuss our experience and challenges when operating a meta-telescope in the wild.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A network telescope, or simply telescope, is an infrastructure that passively monitors traffic reaching Internet address space that is not assigned to any hosts but is advertised to the global routing system (i.e., dark address space). This traffic is by definition unsolicited (also known as Internet background radiation—IBR) and is constituted of an evolving mix of diverse traffic components originating from across the whole Internet [7]. Over the years, researchers have been finding ways to extract insights into various Internet properties and phenomena from IBR, such as, e.g., identifying misconfigurations [7] and large-scale malicious activities [21, 35–37, 46], monitoring Internet connectivity [22], inferring the utilization of the IPv4 space [20], etc.

A telescope operator typically dedicates some of its allocated address space—thus one or a few prefixes—and tends to be limited to one geographic region and a few network locations. This address space has to be owned (or, at least, controlled) and advertised by the telescope operator. However, large and more distributed coverage is highly desirable, since certain IBR traffic components have been shown to be localized (with respect to the destination dark space) [27, 44]. The only known telescope that has been reported to be well distributed (spanning 1,300 networks) is operated by a major content delivery network (CDN) provider and represents a variation of the original concept, since it leverages traffic reaching unused protocol ports on actually used (CDN) servers [44].

In this paper, we introduce a novel concept to broadly capture IBR, which we call a “meta-telescope”. A meta-telescope is based on the intuition that, with the availability of appropriate vantage points, one can (i) infer which address blocks on the Internet are unused and (ii) capture traffic towards them—both without needing ownership or control of such address blocks. Our key observation is that a significant fraction of the Internet address space is indeed advertised but unused [43], i.e., it does not host users, servers, or other network equipment. These properties make such space ideal for monitoring unsolicited traffic destined to it that traverses accessible vantage points. From these intuitions, we develop and evaluate a methodology for identifying unlikely to be used Internet address space and build a “meta-telescope” that has very desirable properties, such as broad coverage of dark space both in terms of size and topological placement.
The only requirement for our methodology is access to a network. This enables us to scale up our ability to infer Internet background (visualized as clouds). It is possible to use the vantage points to infer vantage point that regularly captures Internet traffic.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We comment on our experience in detecting and operating a meta-telescope in the wild. While spoofing can significantly affect our detection capabilities we show how to overcome this issue.
- We discuss how a meta-telescope can be used to shed light on scanning and other network activity across the Internet and geographical regions, as well as across types of networks.

Figure 1: Sketch of the key ideas for identifying potential meta-telescope prefixes.

For an intuitive sketch of these key concepts see Figure 1: Operational telescopes [11, 34] such as the ones shown on the right-hand side of the figure are dedicated network prefixes (black clouds) that are announced for the purpose of attracting IBR (bottom of the figure). The flow of the traffic throughout the Internet is shown as yellow arrows. At network vantage points it is possible to capture such traffic, e.g., as shown at Vantage Point 1. The advantage of monitoring in the middle of the Internet vs. at the edge of the Internet is that one may be able to observe traffic towards topologically and geographically diverse destinations. The disadvantage is that one does not see all traffic towards each destination. On the left-hand side of the figure we show additional network prefixes (visualized as clouds). It is possible to use the vantage points to infer if any of these network prefixes originate any traffic. Using this criterion and auxiliary data sources, we show it is possible to identify potentially-dark address blocks within prefixes (black clouds inside the white ones) or even entirely dark prefixes that do not originate any traffic (stand-alone black clouds). These black clouds represent the dark network blocks our meta-telescope monitors to capture IBR.

We propose, implement, and evaluate a pipeline of inference steps to apply to traffic data normally gathered by network monitors in order to identify candidate dark address blocks. We refer to them as meta-telescope prefixes. Meta-telescope prefixes can change over time and they are unlikely in the black lists of scanners or attackers. Moreover, the inference of meta-telescope prefixes helps us annotate flows that communicate with inactive address space. This enables us to scale up our ability to infer Internet background radiation as well as narrow down its originating networks at scale. The only requirement for our methodology is access to a network vantage point that regularly captures Internet traffic.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We develop and evaluate a methodology to identify globally advertised but unused address space to cumulatively contribute to a distributed meta-telescope. We refer to these prefixes as meta-telescope prefixes.
- Meta-telescope prefixes can be identified on demand according to various requirements regarding geographical footprint, network location, and address block size.
- Our analysis, using an Internet exchange point as vantage point, shows that in a single day more than 350k /24 IPv4 prefixes can be identified as meta-telescope prefixes. These are spread across more than 190 countries and 7,000 networks of various types, ranging from "eyeball" to data center to corporate. To the best of our knowledge, the cumulative size of meta-telescope prefixes we detect allows us to build the largest and most distributed telescope up to date.
- We comment on our experience in detecting and operating a meta-telescope in the wild. While spoofing can significantly affect our detection capabilities we show how to overcome this issue.
- We discuss how a meta-telescope can be used to shed light on scanning and other network activity across the Internet and geographical regions, as well as across types of networks.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

For more than two decades, network telescope instrumentation—and more broadly, passively capturing and analyzing unsolicited traffic (IBR) at various vantage points—have allowed global visibility into a wide range of Internet phenomena: the automated spread of malicious software such as Internet worms or viruses [35–37, 46]; random spoofed source denial-of-service attacks [38]; large-scale botnet activities [21, 42]; macroscopic Internet blackouts due to natural disasters [18], network failures [6] and state censorship [22]; trends in IPv4 address space utilization [19, 20]; bugs and misconfigurations in popular applications [7, etc. Measurement and analysis of such macroscopic phenomena are of key relevance for the security and reliability of the Internet infrastructure.

In the past, researchers have deployed dedicated infrastructure [5, 17, 48] for capturing traffic reaching large unused address blocks. However, due to the increasing scarcity and commercial value of IPv4 address space, the size of even the largest telescopes has been progressively eroding over the years. E.g., this is the case of the two largest telescopes broadly accessible to academic researchers: the UCSD Network Telescope [11]—once almost a /8 block—has been gradually shrinking as subnets are assigned by the owner, and recently saw a whole quarter of its addresses being sold [28]; the Merit Network telescope [34] has also progressively shrunk from originally a /8 to approximately the equivalent of a /13 due to steady sub-allocations.

For these reasons, researchers have also started developing ways to observe unsolicited traffic leveraging existing infrastructure. In 2012, Glatz et al. developed a scheme to dissect one-way (thus unsolicited) traffic observed in unsampled NetFlow records from the border routers of a regional academic backbone network. This traffic includes therefore packets destined to active hosts but towards ports where they do not host services or run clients. Unsampled traffic capture at medium-sized (or larger) networks is impractical and the infrastructure used in that study has been discontinued.

In 2019, Richter and Berger presented a “distributed telescope” approach leveraging existing logs of unsolicited packets blocked at the firewalls of ≈ 90,000 servers of a major CDN [45]. These servers are distributed over more than 1,300 networks and are live, offering services to end users. The distributed nature of this setup enabled the authors to uncover phenomena that cannot be captured by individual telescopes placed in only one location of the Internet topology. Specifically, they found evidence of local concentrations of unsolicited traffic, a phenomenon also recently observed by Hiesgen et al. [27] when comparing traffic from telescopes in Europe and the US.
The importance of widely distributed capture approaches and of sensor placement as a key factor in understanding and generalizing measurements from unused address space, were already highlighted in foundational studies from 20 years ago [5, 15, 38]—when large portions of unused IPv4 space were more accessible to researchers. The authors were able to deploy an “Internet Motion Sensor” (a hybrid telescope / honeynet-like infrastructure) consisting of 28 monitored blocks at 18 physically installations. Since then, researchers have rarely had access to largely distributed telescope infrastructure. In contrast, access to largely distributed honeynets is more common, but they represent infrastructure with different goals and characteristics—i.e., targeting specific classes of phenomena (e.g., malware, bruteforcing, exploits, etc.) and with each individual vantage point typically covering only one address or a small block [40].

The original approach we propose aims at (i) leveraging existing infrastructure (a meta-telescope operator does not need to own and allocate address space) while (ii) enabling coverage that is both broad in size and diverse in terms of topological placement. In addition, (iii) our approach offers the opportunity to identify untapped portions of unused IPv4 address space across the whole Internet. This feature also brings (iv) another advantage: large individual telescopes tend to become notorious and their address blocks are often blacklisted by scanners and malicious actors [4]; by leveraging uncovered dark address blocks, our meta-telescope also promises to be more resistant to blacklisting. Finally, we expect our approach to bode well with IPv6 traffic monitoring too. However, we leave this exploration to future work, as unsolicited IPv6 traffic has different characteristics in terms of distribution across the IPv6 address space due to its vastness [17].

3 DATA SETS
In this section we describe the vantage points and data sets used in our study. Specifically, Section 3.1 discusses the multiple vantage points we use to infer dark network blocks in the whole public IPv4 Internet and to characterize the IRR they receive. In our study we also use traffic data from three operational telescopes and an operational network that we were granted access to. We analyze specific properties of their traffic to inform several of our parameter choices in our inference methodology such as tuning of thresholds for average packet sizes (see Section 4). We describe these data in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 3.3 lists auxiliary data sets we used such as IP geolocation data or data that allow us to identify with certainty some active (i.e., non dark) subnets.

3.1 Network Vantage Points: IXP Sites
We partner with 14 Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) that have established Internet peering infrastructure in 3 regions of the world, i.e., North America, Central Europe, and South Europe. An IXP is a physical infrastructure offering a logical layer-2 Ethernet switching fabric to its members [13]. Depending on their size, these IXPs are a distributed network over one or multiple peering facilities in a metropolitan area. Network operators can join an IXP to exchange traffic with other members. The IXP’s members can choose to place their border routers in the same physical location with IXP switches, or exchange traffic using remote peering [39]. Thus, network operators that are mainly geo-located in other parts of the world can still contribute to the traffic exchanged in an IXP. In some very large IXPs, up to 30% of the members are remote. Typically, an IXP has a mix of contributing network types. Many of the large cloud providers and content delivery networks are members of the IXPs, as well as enterprise networks and regional or national eyeball networks [2, 13]. The size of the IXPs in our study varies in terms of number of members, i.e., peering networks, as well as peak traffic. For an overview of the IXPs in our study see Table 1.

For our study, we get access to network data collected at each of the 14 IXPs. The data is exported through the Internet Protocol Flow Information Export (IPFIX) protocol [14] and contains aggregated packet header information about network flows of the IXPs. It does not contain any packet payloads. The flows are generated on a packet sampling. Collection of the flow data took place in the week from April 24th, 2023 to April 30th, 2023. The total amount of sampled data at all IXPs is 86,667 billion flows estimated to carry about 880 Petabytes of traffic.

3.2 Operational Telescopes
We obtained access to data from three network telescopes that are operated by three different organizations in three different countries. We use these telescopes to inform several of our parameter choices in our methodology (see Section 4), such as tuning of thresholds for average packet sizes. This type of data-driven indicators help us differentiate between “active” versus “dark” /24 networks. We also use these operational data sets to gather insights regarding top-targeted ports. We then juxtapose these observations with the ones obtained through our meta-telescope to shed light into spatial differences in scanning.

We analyze traffic for the week\(^1\) April 24 – April 30, 2023 (see Table 2). We note that the TEU2 telescope only became operational during the course of our study. In addition, the network hosting this telescope is directly peering at ten of the IXPs and has transit connectivity via a tier-1 provider. The largest telescope in our study consists of 1,856 contiguous /24 subnets and each /24 subnet receives an average of 1.91 million packets per day. The share of TCP traffic is 93.8%. Similar results hold for the TEU1 telescope. The TEU2 telescope receives more UDP traffic than the other two and

---

\(^1\) We verified that we find consistent values for each individual day.
Table 2: Operational telescopes: Basic statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Size (/24)</th>
<th>Daily /24 pkt count</th>
<th>Share of TCP traffic</th>
<th>Avg. IP pkt size (TCP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUS1</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>1.91M</td>
<td>93.82%</td>
<td>40.7B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEU1</td>
<td>Central Europe</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>1.79M</td>
<td>90.38%</td>
<td>40.5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEU2</td>
<td>Central Europe</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.29M</td>
<td>79.5%</td>
<td>40.78B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

its share per /24 is also larger. Two of the telescopes receive traffic on any TCP/UDP port; for the TEU1 telescope ports 23 and 445 are blocked by their ingress router. It is noteworthy that some of the 768 /24 blocks in TEU1 are dynamically allocated to end users on a daily basis so that not all blocks are always actually dark. Table 2 also shows that the total packet count of IBR per /24 does not vary drastically. It typically lies to around 2 million packets per day per /24. (For TEU1 it is less due to some ports being blocked, as mentioned earlier.) We leverage this information in our inference methodology.

To better calibrate our inference approach to distinguish dark vs. active subnets, we also leverage traffic data from the same ISP that hosts the TUS1 telescope. Specifically, we use NetFlow records for the same week of April 24 – April 30, 2023. The ISP receives traffic for 26,079 unique /24 subnets, including those of the TUS1 telescope.

3.3 Auxiliary Datasets

In addition to traffic data from IXP vantage points and operational telescopes/networks, we use a variety of data sets to either validate and supplement our inference pipeline or analyze our results. For a comprehensive statement on ethical considerations, we refer to Section 5.

BGP Routing Data. As a reference and starting point for our inferences, we use the portion of the IPv4 address space that is actually reachable through BGP. To obtain a complete list of prefixes announced in the global routing system, we use routing table (RIB) dumps from a large Route Views collector (route-views4). For each day we consider, we combine the prefixes from all 12 RIB dumps available (Route Views RIB dumps are dumped every 2 hours). In addition, in the analysis of our results we characterize the portion of inferred dark address space of individual Autonomous Systems (ASes). To this end, we use CAIDA’s prefix-to-AS mapping data set (published daily) from April 24, 2023 [9], which is based on Route Views RIB dumps. We also use CAIDA’s AS to Organization mapping data set [10] (published every few months) from April 11, 2023. This data set is generated using WHOIS information available from Regional and National Internet Registries to infer a mapping from AS numbers to the organizational entities that operate them.

Data on active IP addresses. To partially validate our results and, afterwards, as a supplemental source of information, we use data from three measurement projects that confirm “liveness” of individual IP addresses: M-Lab’s Network Diagnosis Tool (NDT), Censys, and ISI’s Internet Address History. The NDT Speed Test is a single-stream performance measurement, initiated by users, of a connection’s capacity for “bulk transport”. We extract from the NDT “Unified Views” data the list of IPv4 addresses that perform speed tests and mark their /24 IPv4 prefixes as “used” on a daily basis for the week of April 24 – 30, 2023. The Censys Universal Internet [23] data set is generated by scanning the entire IPv4 address space on multiple ports and protocols on a daily basis. We identify roughly 4.8 million active /24 IPv4 prefixes using this data for the week April 24 – April 30, 2023. Finally, the history bits data from Internet Address History data set [47], generated on March 6, 2023, contains IPv4 addresses that respond to ICMP echo requests for scans starting from 2019. We aggregate data for the February, 2023 scan to generate a set of roughly 5.1 million /24 IPv4 prefixes, where we observe each prefix to contain at least 1 address which responded to the ICMP echo requests.

IP Geolocation and AS classification. We geolocate—at a country level—the prefixes that our methodology identifies as advertised through BGP but unused using IP geolocation data from the Maxmind GeoLite2 data set [32] from April 25, 2023. To classify ASes into business categories, we use the IPInfo “IP to Company” commercial database from April 23, 2023.

4 METHODOLOGY

In this section we describe our methodology and inference pipeline for identifying candidate meta-telescope prefixes. Since this study is the first attempt at developing a “meta-telescope” (i.e., a first-of-its-kind analysis) both our filter logic as well as the thresholds are chosen conservatively to ensure that we can identify meta-telescope prefixes with a high confidence while keeping the number of false positives low. Unless stated otherwise, all numbers in this section are for all 14 IXPs and the 24-hour period from April 24th, 2023 00:00 UTC through April 25th, 2023 00:00 UTC.

4.1 Telescope Traffic Analysis

A key intuition of our inference methodology is that traffic towards dark address blocks (IBR) is likely to present different characteristics from traffic towards populated address blocks (i.e., hosting services, clients, etc.). We indeed find that the size of the vast majority of IBR packets tends to be minimal (i.e., typically just made of the IP and TCP header). To derive a packet size threshold to use in our inference pipeline, we perform a detailed analysis of this property by leveraging traffic data from the operational telescopes and the ISP described in Section 3.2.

In the last column of Table 2 we report the average IP packet size we observe for TCP packets captured at each of the three operational telescopes: in all three cases, the average value is smaller than 41 bytes (and greater than the minimum size of 40 bytes, that is, 20 bytes each for IP header and the TCP header respectively). We also verify that this property is consistently present when we separately aggregate packets by /24 block. We find that at least 93% of all TCP packets destined to the telescopes have a size of 40 bytes. We note that 40 bytes correspond to a typical TCP-SYN packet, i.e., a packet with no IP or TCP options set nor any payload content. In addition, we see a step at 48 bytes. This is again a typical size of TCP-SYN packet with one option. Large amounts of packets attempting to open a TCP connection are often originated by malware trying to compromise new hosts, malicious actors performing network reconnaissance, or even benign research scanners [3, 24]. Therefore, we speculate that utilizing the TCP packet size as an indicator or “fingerprint” for distinguishing between “dark” and “live” traffic is a useful filtering step in our inference methodology.
To confirm this hypothesis, we look at (both directions of) the traffic traversing a production network containing both dark and active subnets. Specifically, we analyze NetFlow traffic data captured at the border routers of the same ISP that operates the TUS1 telescope (described in Section 3.2). Looking at traffic destined to the ISP, we find 26,079 unique /24 subnets that receive traffic (including the /24 subnets of the TUS1 telescope). On the other hand, only 7,923 /24 subnets out of the 26,079 ones are seen to be originating traffic within that ISP. Hence, for the week of interest, there are 18,151 (i.e., 26,079 - 7,923) dark subnets—including the 1,856 /24 subnets dedicated to the TUS1 telescope—that by definition are not used. To identify active subnets we focus on the 7,923 networks that we see activity from. To filter out networks that may be considered active because of spoofed traffic, we impose the conservative constraint that a network is considered active only if we have observed at least 10 million packets originating from that subnet during the course of the full week (based on our observation of the distribution of per subnet packet counts). With this constraint at hand, the number of active /24 subnets identified drops to 5,835. 

Now that we have obtained "labels" for active and dark subnets, we can select and tune a classification criterion to optimally distinguish between the two classes. For this work, we evaluated two features (see Table 3): (i) median packet size and (ii) average packet size destined to a /24 subnet. The classification rule simply checks whether the median (average) packet size destined at a /24 subnet is less or equal than a threshold of $N$ bytes. If so, that /24 subnet is considered to be "dark". Otherwise, it is classified as "active". We experimented with various threshold choices for $N$, and the sensitivity analysis of Table 3 showcases our results. A good classification outcome is reached when using the average packet size criterion with a threshold of 44 bytes. This setting achieves very high accuracy and, importantly, a very low false positive rate. This value provides the second-best F1-score$^2$. Nevertheless, between the two best thresholds (44 versus 46 bytes average packet size), we opt to use the 44 bytes threshold due to its lower false positive rate.

4.2 Inference Pipeline

Our inference pipeline consists of seven steps (Figure 2) to exclude address blocks that are unfit (e.g., reserved space) or whose traffic does not exhibit typical IBR characteristics. At a high level, we seek the following characteristics for the meta-telescope prefixes: (a) they are routed and advertised but not reserved for special purposes [16]; (b) they do not originate any traffic; (c) the size of their incoming TCP packets is small, i.e., with an average smaller than 44 bytes (recall 3.2); and (d) they do not receive too much traffic.

We start with the roughly 6 million IPv4 destination /24 subnets that are included in the IXP traffic data set and apply the following filtering steps:

1. TCP Traffic. As noted earlier, TCP SYN packets are very common in IBR and UDP is very noisy. As such, we remove any subnet that does not receive any TCP traffic. About 300k /24 subnets are filtered out in this step.

2. Average Packet Size. Moreover, as TCP SYN packets dominate background radiation TCP traffic, we remove any subnet that receives TCP traffic with an average packet size above 44 bytes. This filter removes about 800k /24 subnets from the data set.

3. Source Address Unseen. Next, we require that potential meta-telescope prefixes do not originate any traffic. Hence, we remove any subnets from which we observe traffic. Some 100k subnets are removed in this step. While this is a straightforward filter, it is susceptible to source address spoofing, thus also removing subnets that do not actually generate traffic (but whose addresses were used in spoofed packets). Yet, the likelihood that the sampled IXP traffic includes scanning packet towards an address and in the same period spoofed packets “from” that address is rather low. However, as we increase the duration of the data set, this issue has to be addressed, since the likelihood of including spoofed packets increases.

4. Private / Multicast / Reserved. Telescopes must be reachable in the public Internet. Hence, we remove all IP blocks from the IXP data set that are inside private IPv4 blocks, multicast IPv4 blocks, or reserved IPv4 blocks. About 2 thousand /24 subnets are removed by this filter.

5. Globally Routed. Our next filter ensures that candidate dark prefixes should not only be located inside a routed address block, but also need to be publicly announced. Here, we rely on daily snapshots from Route Views [1] and remove any /24 subnet that is not inside an announced prefix as seen by Route Views. About 300 subnets are hereby removed.

6. Asymmetric Routes. Another challenge is due to asymmetric routing in the Internet. For example, Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) often receive lots of TCP ACK packets from an IP, but send their data to them via another path not visible at any of the IXPs.

---

$^2$The F1-score measures the overall classification accuracy, and is defined as $F_1 = \frac{2tp}{2tp + fp + fn}$, where $tp$ denotes the true positives, $fp$ the false positives and $fn$ the false negative results.
Table 3: Tuning the packet-size based fingerprint that allows distinguishing between "active" versus "dark" /24 subnets using ISP data that hosts both TUS1 and active blocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold (bytes)</th>
<th>False Positive Rate</th>
<th>False Negative Rate</th>
<th>True Positive Rate</th>
<th>True Negative Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.96%</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
<td>99.61%</td>
<td>93.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
<td>99.61%</td>
<td>92.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>22.59%</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>77.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>22.64%</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>77.36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average Packet Size | Classified Dark, but are Active | Classified Active, but are Dark | Classified Dark, and are Dark | Classified Active, and are Active | F1-score
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Threshold (bytes)</td>
<td>False Positive Rate</td>
<td>False Negative Rate</td>
<td>True Positive Rate</td>
<td>True Negative Rate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>99.10%</td>
<td>0.90%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>1.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.53%</td>
<td>56.83%</td>
<td>43.17%</td>
<td>99.47%</td>
<td>60.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.87%</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>99.59%</td>
<td>99.13%</td>
<td>99.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>1.08%</td>
<td>0.27%</td>
<td>99.73%</td>
<td>98.92%</td>
<td>99.69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Meta-telescope coverage of IPv4 address space of the operational telescopes for 1 and 7 days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Size (/24s)</th>
<th>Inferred meta-telescope prefixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEU1</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>38 33 262 297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUS1</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>0 437 0 1424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEU2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0 0 7 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Evaluation

We evaluate the results of our inference in three ways: (i) We verify its ability to identify the address space used by known telescopes; (ii) We compare port count statistics from the traffic we observe towards our inferred dark prefixes against traffic observed at operational telescopes; (iii) We use three data sets of host activity/responsiveness to identify (a lower bound for) false positives in our inferences. In addition, we use results from this last comparison to further refine and finalize our list of meta-telescope prefixes.

To assess the effectiveness of our inferences, we check if we can infer as dark the address space of the three operational telescopes we have been granted access to (see Section 3.2). Table 4 summarizes our findings. Using 7 days of data from CE1 we can infer as dark 31.15% and 87.5% of the address space of TEU1 and TEU2, respectively. The remaining address space is inferred as either unclean or gray due to spoofing or we did not see any traffic to it. We cannot find the address space of the TUS1 telescope, as it is not visible at this IXP. However, using data from all IXPs we can infer as dark 23.5% of TUS1’s address space in a single day and 77% of it in a week. Notably, TEU1 contains 503 active /24 blocks on the day that we report on and, thus, the 38 inferred blocks correspond to 14.3% of the unused space in that telescope.

Overall, we find that our conservative approach of using a threshold of 1.7M packets per /24 per day eliminates quite some /24s of the telescopes. Indeed, it might not necessarily be the ideal choice, as TEU2 receives more than 2.2M packets on average. Furthermore, since the telescope’s address space is directly announced at 10 of the vantage points, its traffic is well observed. That is why we are unable to infer a single /24 inside TEU2 even with data for several days. Still, even with this conservative threshold, we can infer a large amount of dark space while not having to deal with many false positives (as we show at the end of this section).

To further underline our ability to detect potentially-dark address space, in Figure 3 we plot a Hilbert curve of an IPv4 address block which contains the address blocks of a network telescope. Every pixel corresponds to a /24 block of the IPv4 space. The colored pixels correspond to inferred dark blocks. Uncolored pixels correspond to blocks without data or that are inferred as unclean or gray. The boundaries of the operational telescope are marked in gray and we clearly see that almost all blue pixels correctly fall within this area. That there are a few, i.e., 5, outside is also not surprising, since not all of the address space outside this block must necessarily be in use.

We then compare port statistics of packets towards the inferred dark prefixes against those from operational telescopes. Table 5 shows statistics we extract for the top-10 TCP ports by analyzing raw PCAP data collected from the three telescopes. We observe a high degree of similarity between the three sites but also some notable differences. Ports 22, 80, and 443 are in the top list of all three. However, port 6379, a top-5 port in TUS1 and TEU2, does not appear in TEU1. This highlights the importance of studying scanning traffic destined to multiple, distributed vantage points, a significant advantage of our meta-telescope approach. When comparing these numbers against those from traffic we observe at the IXP vantage points towards the blocks we infer as dark, we find a perfect overlap for the top ports, namely 22, 23, 80, 443, and 8080. The above results confirm our ability to identify dark blocks (true positives) and suggest that overall the traffic towards these prefixes is consistent with high-level properties of IBR. To complete our evaluation, we lastly assess the presence of false positives (i.e.,
blocks inferred as dark whereas they are active) to the extent that
publicly available data sets allow for. The indications of activity we
use are: (a) hosts replying on any transport port upon contacting
as reported by Censys [23], (b) end-users performing speed tests
of their Internet connectivity as reported by NDT [33], and (c)
hosts replying to ICMP echo requests as reported by ISI [47]. We
aggregate this data at /24-block granularity and we compare it
with our initial list of 369,983 /24 blocks we infer as dark. We find that
51,337 out of these 369,983 /24 blocks have been active, i.e., 13.9%
of our inferred-dark /24 blocks (at least for some IP addresses)
active. This (positive) result shows there is still significant room for
improvement to our pipeline in terms of false positives. However,
we can apply such active networks ground-truth data to further
filter our inferences and obtain a more accurate final set of meta-
telescope annotated with a gray box for the address
space of an operational telescope.

Table 5: Operational telescopes: Top 10 ports in descending
order by popularity (April 24–30, 2023).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Port Rank</th>
<th>Telescopes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>6379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>8080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>25565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8</td>
<td>5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>3389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>60023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Hilbert curve of IPv4 address space colored by
meta-telescope annotated with a gray box for the address
space of an operational telescope.

which is one reason for some of the variations in our results, e.g.,
when looking at data from different days. Indeed, high-volume
DDoS attacks are much easier to capture than low volume back-
ground radiation. However, the large amount of addresses being
scanned and the possibility to extend our inference to arbitrarily
long time frames, help overcome this limitation. We further discuss
the impact of sampling in Section 7.3

Routing. Another limitation is that we can only see traffic routed
via the vantage point. Note that IXP customers may use alternative
routes for part of their traffic, which, for example, restricts the
visibility of some of the smaller IXPs.

Asymmetric Routing. Given the prevalence of asymmetric rout-
ing, one cannot presume that the observation of traffic in one direc-
tion implies that the traffic in the reverse direction is routed over
the same path. Hence an IP address block that appears dark, may
not be so, as the traffic might be routed via a different path. We
tackle this challenge in two ways. First, we only consider networks
that receive less than 1.7M packets per day. Second, we eliminate
all IPs that appear to be active in any of our auxiliary data sets.

Locality. Given that IXP’s pursue the motto: “keep local data lo-
cal” [13], the data set may be prone to geographical bias. However,
(eespecially) the larger IXPs offer many services that are attractive
also to peers from other regions, including ease of connectivity and
remote peering [12]. Moreover, hypergiants [8], including cloud
providers, often peer at IXPs.

Spoofing. Unfortunately, spoofing—sending packets with an in-
correct source IP address—is quite common in the Internet [30].
Spoofing impacts our methodology, since these packets may use
source IP addresses of potential meta-telescope prefixes and, thus,
will disqualify the whole block. As we expand our data set, e.g.,
by expanding the observation period or by adding more vantage
points, we likely look at more spoofed traffic. As such, the amount
of inferred meta-telescope space decreases. To counteract this be-
havior, we will allow for a small number of potentially spoofed
packets, see Section 7.

5 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Traffic Captures and Data Products. Our study is based on traffic
statistics and data that the IXPs may gather for operational purposes
and are in compliance with legal requirements in the respective
countries of operation. All traffic traces are aggregated at the flow
level and do not contain any payload. Additionally, the data is
processed and analyzed in-situ at the IXP premises and all analyses
can potentially happen in an online manner using only aggregate
information at the /24 subnet. We utilize the flow data available
at the IXP to extract two data products: (a) the list of network
/24 prefixes that, using the methodology proposed in this paper,
are inferred to be “unused”—we refer to the set of these prefixes
as the meta-telescope; (b) traffic flow traces (which are a subset
of the overall IXP flow data sets) destined to the meta-telescope’s
prefixes that could be used to shed light into Internet-wide scanning
activities, malware campaigns, etc.

Leveraging Inferred Unused Prefixes for a Meta-telescope.
The key idea of our study is to identify prefixes that can serve
as telescopes for a vantage point. One may argue that these prefixes
are not controlled by the vantage point operator (i.e., the IXP in

3Especially considering that these three data sets can only provide a lower bound for
active networks, i.e., they do not necessarily identify all /24 blocks on the Internet that
have at least one active IPv4 address.
our case). However, the traffic passes the vantage point and uses the resources of the vantage point. Therefore, this traffic does not differ from any of the other traffic at the vantage point and the vantage point operator has an operational interest in monitoring such traffic. E.g., it is not atypical for operators to use appliances that process the sampled traffic data for upstream analysis, traffic insights, DDoS mitigation and other threat analysis. These appliances monitor traffic that transits the IXPs, which do not own either end of the communication, and offer insights that could be used for traffic engineering purposes, capacity planning, peering arrangements, routing policies, etc. These insights help the operators operate their networks in a safe manner and offer quality service to their customers. This paper proposes a new approach that fits into the same scope of data analysis and allows the vantage point operators to leverage the traffic traces they already process to obtain a novel product, namely the meta-telescope and its data products. These new data products can then be utilized to identify “unwanted” traffic, i.e., background radiation traffic that is inherently malicious/suspicious, since destined to subnets that are seemingly unused. Once the meta-telescope prefixes are identified, only a small number of IP /24 subnets needs to be further monitored (about 5%).

Note that the distilled data products are not meant to be broadly or publicly shared. Although the vantage point operators may elect to share aggregate meta-data (e.g., targeted ports per region or per country) with the community, the main utility of the extracted data sets lies within the operator itself. For instance, the operator may utilize the data sets to enhance the cybersecurity posture of their customers by informing them of suspicious IPs originating from the customer prefixes and destined to the inferred meta-telescope prefixes. Similarly, the meta-telescope operator may share the threat intelligence extracted from the meta-telescope prefixes with appropriate authorities, e.g., Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) organizations, to inform them about the onset of new malicious activities or nefarious scanning campaigns. To minimize any potential reputation harm that may arise from Type I errors (i.e., false positives) when detecting unused subnets, we followed a very conservative approach in the calibration of the parameters of our methodology (as we had discussed earlier). To further minimize these risks, one could complement the meta-telescope insights with the observations from operational/real network telescopes (such as the three we employ in our study) and other existing threat intelligence data sets.

Operational Telescopes. Our study is based on data that the operational telescopes regularly capture for operational purposes and are again in compliance with the legal requirements in the respective countries. All data is processed and analyzed in-situ at the premise of the telescope operator. The telescopes receive only unidirectional traffic destined to the unused address space, and we do not probe or interact with any of the source IP's sending traffic to the telescope.

Routing and Active Measurement Datasets. Our study is based on data made accessible by the respective data provider either via research license or via public domain access. None of the used data was created specifically for the purpose of this study.

![World map colored according to the number of /24 blocks in meta-telescope prefixes (logarithmic scale).](image)

**Figure 4:** World map colored according to the number of /24 blocks in meta-telescope prefixes (logarithmic scale).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IXP</th>
<th>#Inferred meta-telescope prefixes</th>
<th>#ASes</th>
<th>#Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE1</td>
<td>397,000</td>
<td>8,529</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE2</td>
<td>21,340</td>
<td>1,597</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE3</td>
<td>3,982</td>
<td>3,982</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE4</td>
<td>2,178</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA1</td>
<td>395,585</td>
<td>8,960</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA2</td>
<td>12,489</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA3</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA4</td>
<td>1,054</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE1</td>
<td>34,222</td>
<td>2,019</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE2</td>
<td>56,638</td>
<td>2,078</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE3</td>
<td>3,782</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE4</td>
<td>43,573</td>
<td>2,431</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE5</td>
<td>1,949</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE6</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>318,846</td>
<td>7,195</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6:** Overview of the meta-telescope prefixes we identify (individual vantage point and overall).

### 6 META-TELESCOPE PROPERTIES

In this section, we analyze the properties of the meta-telescope we built. For this analysis, we use the ipinfo and pfx2as datasets (see Section 3) to determine the geographic location of the meta-telescope prefixes and to which ASes they belong. This analysis helps us understand the basic properties of the meta-telescope as well as obtain insights about the geographic distribution of the inferred prefixes and their network types.

#### 6.1 Basic Properties

Using our methodology we are able to identify a very large number of /24 blocks as meta-telescope prefixes, namely up to 318,846 /24s in a single day using all vantage points. These are originated by more than 7,000 ASes, which are in turn located in almost 200 different countries (see Table 6).

We find variance in the results depending on the vantage point. Even though some of the vantage points have a very limited visibility on Internet traffic, they are still useful in helping us to identify more than 250 meta-telescope prefixes in various regions of the world while larger vantage points are able to infer thousands of meta-telescope prefixes around the globe. Note that, when combining multiple vantage points, we obtain a smaller number of prefixes compared to the largest individual contributors (CE1 and NA1). This is because more information about individual /24s is provided to our filtering criteria, which are also designed to be conservative and prioritize low false positives.
We find that CE1 has great visibility of the /9 block in the right half of the Hilbert map. However, the visibility of the left half is not as good. This is partially due to it containing some unannounced space and partially due to lack of traffic.

The NA1 vantage point does not infer a single /24 block of the right /9 block as meta-telescope prefixes. However, it identifies the blocks inside the left /9 as meta-telescope prefixes. These coincide precisely with the ones from CE1. When combining the data from all vantage points, the /9 is again visible, however with a slightly lower density. The latter is likely due to the added noise of spoofing which causes some /24 address blocks to be classified as gray. Note, we do not know whether the /9 on the right side or the /14 on the left side are operational telescopes or if they just happen to be unused IPv4 space.

Next, we take a closer look at another /8. We selected it since we know that it contains an operational telescope. Figure 6 shows the corresponding Hilbert maps in which we observe the address space of the telescope in the upper and lower left, and the lower right quadrants. The upper right quadrant does not belong to the telescope. Unlike before, CE1 is unable to infer many of the actual telescope prefixes as meta-telescope prefixes, hence the number of colored pixels in Figure 6(a) is small. In Figure 6(b), we show the meta-telescope prefixes inferred by vantage point NA1. Here, we find that many meta-telescope prefixes are inferred correctly and we can clearly see the boundaries of the telescope’s address space.

Still, some sizable blocks inside the telescope space remain undetected (white) using data from NA1. However, for some of these blocks, the CE1 vantage point has visibility. When integrating data from all vantage points, our inferred meta-telescope prefixes match the known operational telescope prefixes, see Figure 6(c). One reason for the need of multiple vantage points has to do with the different route announcements, i.e., using more specifics, and preferences of specific neighbors. This results in different route propagation which can lead to some blind spots at certain vantage points, e.g., NA1 or CE1. This example highlights that large as well as small vantage points can add substantial value to the overall visibility. Furthermore, by combining data from multiple vantage points one can increase visibility, but the trade-off is that the spoofing concern becomes more challenging.

### 6.3 Meta-telescope prefixes: Network Types

Next, we focus on studying the network type of the ASes that host the inferred meta-telescope prefixes. We rely on the classification

---

**Table 7: Number of meta-telescope /24 prefixes using the union data set, per type and continent.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World Region</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>ISP</th>
<th>Enterprise</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Data Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>21,958</td>
<td>7,726</td>
<td>10,680</td>
<td>158,262</td>
<td>10,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>119,919</td>
<td>30,756</td>
<td>28,407</td>
<td>44,729</td>
<td>16,027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>10,680</td>
<td>9,492</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>58,590</td>
<td>44,384</td>
<td>14,105</td>
<td>10,323</td>
<td>3,278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>106,411</td>
<td>68,189</td>
<td>12,255</td>
<td>23,958</td>
<td>4,018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>9,341</td>
<td>7,454</td>
<td>1,401</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>12,373</td>
<td>7,258</td>
<td>2,437</td>
<td>1,741</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
offered by the “ipinfo” data set, and consider the following network types: ISP, Enterprise, Education, and Data Center. Table 7 shows the resulting numbers of meta-telescope prefixes per network type and geographic region for all vantage points. This highlights that we are able to identify meta-telescope prefixes in all network types in every region of the world, ranging from a few dozens to tens of thousands. Thus, our methodology gives us access to meta-telescope prefixes inside ISP, Enterprise, and Data Center networks which up to now has been a rather difficult task for researchers. This result underlines the novel contribution of our methodology.

The results confirm that North America hosts the largest share of inferred meta-telescope prefixes. In addition, most meta-telescope prefixes are located inside ISP networks rather than educational networks as is common for most operational telescope networks. The second largest number of meta-telescope prefixes is located in address ranges of educational institutions. The third most ones are inside Enterprise networks, while the smallest number belongs to Data Center networks. Africa is not covered as well. Somewhat surprisingly, this is also true for South America. However, the likely explanation is that we do not have an IXP vantage point within South America. The row labeled as “International” refers to prefixes that cannot be mapped to only one region (a small number of prefixes).

6.4 Meta-telescope: Prefix Coverage

Next, we examine what fraction of an address space is inferred as meta-telescope space regardless of the AS that hosts it. For this task, we focus on large prefixes that are advertised, and can be observed via the Route Views data set. Specifically, we look at advertised prefixes ranging from /8 to /16 and calculate for each the prefix index, i.e., the portion of /24 blocks that are identified as meta-telescope prefixes within their covering prefix. In Figure 7 we show an ECDF of the prefix index for each prefix size under consideration.

We find that a surprisingly large share of meta-telescope /24 prefixes is found in such large announced prefixes. For example, more than 66.6% of all /8 BGP announcements have more than 5% meta-telescope address space. This number even rises to roughly 20% for 12% of all /9 announcements. For smaller announced prefixes, i.e., /10 to /15, we find that the share of meta-telescope address space decreases slightly to roughly 10% for most of them. However, we find that for a few /16 announcements, the share of meta-telescope address space is larger than 40%.

We also check if the fraction of meta-telescope space changes with network type, see Figure 16 in the Appendix. We find that there are only small differences, with one exception: data center networks tend to have a smaller fraction of meta-telescope space. This is likely due to the fact that data centers have emerged in times where IPv4 address space was already relatively scarce. Looking by continent (see Figure 17 in the Appendix), EU followed by AF have the least share, which is again consistent with IPv4 address scarcity.

7 META-TELESCOPE CHALLENGES

Next, we comment on the challenges we encountered while aiming to infer meta-telescope prefixes. The first challenge relates to (packet-based) flow sampling, which results in a high variability in the results depending on the day and the vantage point. The second challenge relates to spoofing, which can significantly impact the results. The third challenge relates to sampling. Lastly, we comment on challenges based on our experience in operating a meta-telescope.

7.1 Meta-telescope Prefixes Variability

To highlight the diurnal variability, Figure 8 depicts the number of daily meta-telescope prefixes for each of the seven days considered in our study. Using data from the vantage point CE1 from April 24th, 2023, we are able to infer 397,000 /24 blocks. In contrast, using data from the same vantage point four days later, we infer roughly twice as many meta-telescope prefixes. The same kind of variability can be observed for the other vantage points during the week. Another trend across all vantage points is that we are able to infer more meta-telescope prefixes during weekends. One possible explanation is that enterprise or educational networks do not have any major activity outside of the working hours. Hence, the effect of sampling becomes less apparent due to the lower traffic volume processed at each vantage point.

Overall, one has to consider multiple trade-offs when inferring meta-telescope prefixes. Should one aim at obtaining stable prefixes, it is better to check if a prefix is among the meta-telescope prefixes identified in multiple days. Moreover, we recommend employing the approach of inferring meta-telescope prefixes on a daily basis also to account for the dynamic nature of Internet routing and address space utilization. Namely, routing changes and/or changes in the use of the address space can alter the observed behavior of network prefixes.

7.2 Effect of Spoofing

Spoofing refers to packets with fake source IP addresses. Thus, if we encounter a packet with a spoofed source IP address from a possible meta-telescope prefix range, we may erroneously classify...
it as an invalid meta-telescope prefix range. Note that spoofing is quite common in the Internet and we have validated that at all of our vantage points we regularly observe spoofed traffic from the three operational telescopes we had access to. We are certain that traffic originating from any operational telescope is spoofed traffic, since these “dark” IP spaces do not initiate, interact with, nor respond to any network traffic.

Spoofed packets negatively affect our inference capability for identifying meta-telescope prefixes. Per our methodology in Section 4, (a) we filter out any destination address that is seen sending traffic, and (b) we classify any /24 block as a graynet if it contains at least one “sending” address. In fact, due to the latter step, even a few spoofed packets from a single address could remove a full /24 block from our candidate meta-telescope-prefixes.

Given that actors that resort to spoofing activities are typically selecting IP sources across routed and unrouted address space we can leverage this characteristic to better cope with spoofing [29]. The key intuition here is that one could observe the spoofing activities that occur within unrouted IP space, and use this information to obtain a “baseline” for spoofing behavior (similarly to [19]). We examined traffic from known unrouted IP space to identify how many spoofed packets one should expect and adjust the filters in our methodology. As a result, we manage to obtain a tolerance for packets to be seen sourced “from” a /24 block without mistakenly tagging that block as a graynet. We calculate this tolerance for each vantage point and each time frame. Hence, we can adapt to events that may cause an increase in the number of spoofed packets. Concretely, we calculate the 99.99th percentile of packets seen per /24 block inside 2 unrouted /8 blocks per day. We allow this many packets to be sourced by any meta-telescope prefix on that day. For most sites and a single day this threshold is zero packets; for some other sites, it is one or two packets. For seven days the threshold can rise up to four packets per day.

To highlight the impact of spoofing, Figure 9 shows how the number of meta-telescope prefixes that we infer decreases when we add more days of data. The number of blocks for all sites decreases from 350 k to 4 k. If we add the spoofing tolerance the numbers change from above 800 k to 400 k. Similar observations hold for CE1.

The vantage point NA1 does not seem to suffer that much from spoofing as the number of inferred meta-telescope prefixes does not decrease substantially. In fact, for some days the inferred meta-telescope prefixes increase. Nevertheless, the spoofing tolerance (which is very small for NA1) is still meaningful and allows us to reach higher numbers of inferred meta-telescope prefixes.

7.3 Effect of Sampling

Since our analysis is applied to a data set consisting of sampled data, we want to better understand the impact of sampling to our inference method. To this end, we create additional data sets with different sub-sampling rates from the original data set of all 14 IXPs from April 24th, 2023. As it is not possible to get data from the IXPs using lower sampling rates, i.e., inspecting more packets to create the flow data, we use higher sampling rates, i.e., investigating a lower number of packets, to get a view on the effect of sampling. For a sub-sampling factor of 2, we only consider every second packet in the IXP data. For a factor of 3, only every third, and so on. Figure 10 shows the results when applying our inference method to various sub-sampled portions, starting with the original data set, e.g., a sampling factor of 1. We plot the number of flows and number of packets in the respective sub-sampled data sets. In Figure 10(a), we plot the absolute number of inferred /24 meta-telescope prefixes on the sub-sampled data sets. We see that using higher sampling rates, the inference method first identifies more /24 meta-telescope prefixes, which is likely linked to spoofing becoming less represented in the data set and, hence, eliminating fewer /24 blocks that are actually meta-telescope prefixes. However, when considering only every 100th packet of the original data set, the inference method becomes blind to many parts of the Internet and starts to infer fewer meta-telescope prefixes. Finally, when reaching a sub-sampling rate of 180, our inference method can no longer identify a single meta-telescope prefix. In Figure 10(b), we plot the share of false-positives of the analyses performed on the respective sub-sample data sets. We find that the rate of false-positives is monotonously increasing when using higher sub-sampling rates. Overall, there seems to be a sweet-spot of sampling rates to use, if the data set is prone to spoofing. However, we conclude that using lower sampling rates will provide the most reliable data set of meta-telescope prefixes.

7.4 Summary of Challenges

Overall, under a reasonable sampling rate, false positives (i.e., identifying an active prefix as meta-telescope prefix) are by design not a concern, as we elaborated in Section 4. However, when the sampling rate is very high, false positives are a concern, since there are not enough samples to conclude with high confidence which part of the address space is not active. By increasing the period of our study, see Section 7.1, and due to spoofing, see Section 7.2,
the false negative rate may increase, i.e., non-active prefixes may not be identified as meta-telescope prefixes. The size of vantage points also plays an important role. As we elaborated in Section 6.1, smaller vantage points typically have a higher false negative rate, i.e., less prefixes are identified as meta-telescope prefixes, compared to larger vantage points. The vantage point’s physical proximity to the allocated unused space region also plays a role. Typically, the false negative rate is lower for allocated unused space in the same region (continent) of a vantage point, as shown in Section 6.

8 META-TELESCOPE INSIGHTS

In this section, we discuss some insights distilled by the inferred meta-telescope to underscore the new abilities unleashed by this new measurement approach. Specifically, we examine scanning activities targeting different geographic regions and different network types.

8.1 Targeted Ports by Geographic Region

Using the inferred meta-telescope prefixes, we study traffic destined to TCP ports to shed light into services / applications contacted by nefarious actors. This analysis offers insights to cybersecurity analysts about ongoing security incidents, such as, e.g., scans for exploitable ports (e.g., ssh or telnet ports targeted by Mirai botnet variants [4]), reconnaissance activities for vulnerabilities on ports such as 3389 (Microsoft remote desktop services), randomly spoofed DDoS attacks (observed in our inferred meta-telescope as “backscatter” traffic [38]).

We start by inspecting the distribution of the most popular destination ports. We first compile the list of top-targeted ports for all meta-telescope prefixes of each region. We then join these lists to get an aggregate list of top-16 ports. This list includes ports often probed by scanners, e.g., ports 23 (telnet) and port 2222 (used by derivatives of the Mirai botnet [4]), and popular services, e.g., port 80 / 443 (HTTP / HTTPS).

In Figure 11 we use bean plots to visualize the distribution of traffic per top-16 ports as observed by the meta-telescope prefixes. A bean plot allows for visual comparison of univariate data between groups. Here, the groups are the world regions and the values are the port popularity. The ports are ordered by the total popularity in descending order. Overall, we find that port 23 dominates in all regions except OC and AF. Port 37215 is among the top-10 due to its popularity in AF. This port is used for attacks on Huawei HC532 routers. This port is not aimed so aggressively in other regions. Another port that is mainly popular in AF is 52869, which seems to be associated with “Satori”, i.e., a Mirai variant that scans both ports 37215 and 52869 to spread. So traffic to port 37215 seems to serve two purposes but most likely it is associated with the Satori botnet. We also see popular Web ports, namely ports 8080, 80, 443, 8443. However, somewhat surprisingly, 8080 is observed to be the most popular one. However, given that network administrators are more prone to securing services listening to TCP/80, adversaries may have adjusted their strategies to look for alternative HTTP ports. We also note that 8080 is another port targeted by the Mirai botnet. Figure 11 shows the port activities relative to the total activity within the specific region (see Appendix C for traffic share relative to the overall traffic).

8.2 Targeted Ports by Network Type

Next, we check if there are interesting observations when we categorize traffic by the network type that the meta-telescope prefix is located in. We again compile top-lists per network type and then obtain their union. This yields a total of 12 top destination ports, see Figure 12. Compared with the lists of the previous section, ports 52869, 6001, 7001, and 3306 are now excluded. No new ports are identified. The ports amiss are ports that are only popular in some of the regions; e.g., port 3306 is mainly popular in AF and NA, port 52869 in AF, port 6001 in OC, and 7001 in NA. Port 23 is again the most popular one. Port 37215 is not that prevalent anymore in a single group, but has contributions in all sub-categories. Still, ISPs contribute the most and these are mainly located in AF. Overall, we see that the popularity of the top 6–8 ports after removing port 23 is roughly similar. Also, note that the port rankings can significantly vary across categories; e.g., port 80 is more popular within data centers and educational networks, and less preferred when it comes to ISP-based meta-telescopes. A likely explanation is that scanners are trying to find unprotected Web servers within data centers. In a similar manner, activity against port 5038—a MLDB database port—is higher within data centers compared to ISP-based or enterprise networks. In Appendix D we provide details on port activity for different network types in NA and EU respectively.
9 DISCUSSION

Dealing with Spoofing. Our experience in detecting meta-telescope prefixes shows that spoofing has a significant effect. Indeed, the number of detected meta-telescope prefixes reduces over time. Even with the spoofing tolerance technique, some missed meta-telescope prefixes can be detected. An alternative approach is to exclude network flows by networks that do not implement spoofing filters, namely BCP 38 [25]. Projects such as Spoofer [30] maintain a list of networks that have not adopted BCP 38. Another approach is to exclude flows originating from IPs that do not belong to a peering network’s network cone [31] from our analysis network. We are aware that the network cone is not always accurate. However, this approach will reduce the spoofed traffic significantly. As part of the future work, we would like to study how successful each of these two techniques are in detecting a higher number of meta-telescope prefixes.

The Vantage Point Effect. Our methodology can be applied to network flows collected at any vantage point. For this study, we presented an in-detail analysis of the meta-telescope prefixes that can be inferred when using Internet exchange points of different size in terms of number of members and traffic and from different regions. However, shortcomings such as routing visibility, asymmetric routing, sampled traffic, spoofing, and members’ demographics may limit the number of meta-telescope prefixes we discover. Network flows captured at large Internet service providers do not suffer from asymmetric routing. In this case, the routing visibility is less of a concern, and many of them already have BCP 38 implemented. Some ISPs also collect network flow information at a high sampling rate. For all the above reasons, there is the potential to detect even a higher number of meta-telescope prefixes when analyzing ISP data. We plan to apply our method with ISPs in our future work.

Meta-telescope Information as a Service. Internet exchange points and service providers that implement our methodology can detect information about meta-telescope prefixes, and they can also infer which of their peers or customers send traffic to them. They can offer this information as an opt-in service to their customers to make them aware that traffic that originates from their network has a meta-telescope prefix as destination, helping their customers to make traffic engineering and filtering decisions. Our results show that the set of meta-telescope prefixes is quite stable for a couple of days. However, the set of meta-telescope prefixes will vary when the observation window increases in duration and traffic conditions change rapidly, e.g., unused space is allocated to hosts. We argue that additional vantage points and regular measurements to detect meta-telescope prefixes are needed before meta-telescope information as a service will be able to handle spontaneous prefix allocation and traffic changes.

Federated Meta-telescopes. The detection of meta-telescope prefixes can inform and improve the operation of more customers than those of a single IXP or ISP. The detection can be shared among trusted parties to detect meta-telescope prefixes with higher accuracy collectively. It is also possible to develop a standard to enable operators to opt-in to the measurements, e.g., a BGP community or embedment into RPKI that marks announced but unused space. Encoding known only to involved parties will help in keeping this tagging hidden so the prefixes will not be excluded from scanners and attackers. Getting this information into operation has the potential to impact network operators’ operations significantly. The research community can also benefit and contribute to this effort.

IPv6 Meta-telescopes. In this paper, we focus on the detection of IPv4 meta-telescope prefixes. IPv6 address space is much larger and less active. In addition, IPv6 address assignment varies per network and vendor. As IPv6 traffic increases, it is important also to detect meta-telescope IPv6 prefixes. Given the vastness of the IPv6 space, our filtering pipeline would likely need adjustments. The lack of complete and reliable hit lists [26] and archives of active measurements for IPv6 further complicate the detection of meta-telescope IPv6 prefixes. We plan to address these issues in future work.

10 CONCLUSION

For decades network telescopes have been used to collect and analyze unsolicited traffic to detect misconfigurations or malicious activities including the spread of Botnets, DDoS campaigns, and exploitation of vulnerabilities. A limitation when deploying a network telescope is that its visibility is limited to the scanning and attack activity received in the announced prefixes, which are typically limited in one regional or geographic location. In this paper, we develop and evaluate a methodology to detect advertised but unused space worldwide and potentially originated by any organization. This approach can provide insights similar to those of collectively operating network telescopes in all portions of this space, which we refer to as meta-telescope prefixes.

By utilizing traffic flows collected in the core of the Internet, i.e., at Internet exchange points, we show that it is possible to detect more than 350k /24 IPv4 address blocks, in 7k ASes and 190 countries, which can be used in a meta-telescope. The size of this meta-telescope is far larger than any other operational telescope, and it is also highly distributed and observing (unsolicited) traffic towards networks of different types. These features allow us to answer measurement questions for unsolicited traffic arriving in networks at different regions and types, without the need to own, advertise, and dedicate address space for a telescope, and the operational overhead of running it. We also comment on our experience on detecting meta-telescope prefixes. While spoofing can significantly reduce the detection of meta-telescope prefixes, we propose ways to overcome this issue. Our future work includes plans to apply our methodology to other types of vantage points, e.g., large and small ISPs, and compare the obtained meta-telescope datasets with those obtained through IXP vantage points.
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B META-TELESCOPE PREFIX DISTRIBUTION

We also check if the fraction of meta-telescope space changes with network type. We find that there are only small differences with one exception. Figure 16 shows that Data Center networks tend to have a smaller fraction of meta-telescope space. Looking by continent, see Figure 17, EU followed by AF have the least share which is again consistent with IPv4 address scarcity.

C TARGETED PORTS BY REGION

Following up on the insights from Section 8.1, we plot the port activities in all regions relative to the overall traffic share in all meta-telescope prefixes in Figure 18. It highlights that SA, OC, and INT receive a very small share of the overall traffic. Figure 18 also puts into global perspective the activity against port 37215 which is observed to dominate the AF region.

Figure 13: World map colored according to the number of /24s meta-telescope blocks as seen by CE1 (logarithmic scale).

Figure 14: World map colored according to the number of /24s meta-telescope blocks as seen by NA1 (logarithmic scale).

Figure 15: World map colored according to the number of /24s meta-telescope blocks as seen by all sites combined (logarithmic scale).

Figure 16: Network type index: ECDF for different network types.

Figure 17: Continent index: ECDF for different world regions.

Figure 18: Bean plot of activity for the top 16 destination ports in meta-telescope traffic per world region relative to overall traffic.
Given the significant differences in port activities by region and by network type, we now take a closer look at the two regions with the largest meta-telescope prefix space, namely NA and EU. Hereby, we separate the meta-telescope prefixes by network type, see Figure 19 and Figure 20.

For NA we again see that multiple ports are popular. We also see that port 80 is of particular interest in data centers and educational networks. The same is true for the database port 5038. For Enterprise and ISP’s networks, port 3389 stands out. Port 23 is still the most prominent port. For EU, port 23 dominates by far. At the same time, similar observations with the NA hold. Interestingly, port rankings differ among NA and EU scanned prefixes. Hereby, we note that the differences in the percentages for ranks 4–8 are minimal. Still, port 37215 moves to rank 6 for EU and is no longer in the top 10 for NA. In addition, port 7001 gets introduced into the NA region.